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**ABSTRACT** This last chapter reflects shortly on the thesis aims and presented results. The chapter continues with an outlook on the combination of the discussed optical techniques in the context of tumour detection, therapy and monitoring of tumour development.
9.1 **INTRODUCTION**

The role of the microcirculation in the development of a range of diseases dictates the need for good clinical techniques to assess its functionality. Inadequate tissue perfusion by the microcirculation is often an early indicator of more severe pathologies, for example in diabetes and critical diseases [1-3]. On the other hand, an impaired microcirculation functionality can result from an array of cellular processes and its assessment often lacks specificity or sensitivity for pathological processes. Photoluminescence-assisted imaging can enable enhanced molecular contrast in biological tissues, biological liquids or bioassays [4-6]. The quantification of blood flow and photoluminescent signals in the biomedical context can contribute to clinical information relevant to a wide range of potential clinical applications. Since the acquirement of reliable results is of key importance for the advancement of clinical research, considerable effort has been devoted to improving the quantitative evaluation of optical techniques (all first-authored publications in this thesis start with the word ‘quantitative!’). This thesis aimed to give a realistic expectation of the abilities of quantitative flowmetry and photoluminescence-based imaging in tissue by experimental and theoretical modelling of light-tissue interactions. Practical guidelines towards quantitative laser speckle flowmetry are presented together with a detailed theoretical background that elucidates the essential aspects for quantification. Experimental optical characterization of the upconversion nanoparticle (UCNP) photoluminescent properties and modelling of this signal in the biomedical context enables assessment of their detectability in clinically relevant scenarios. The quantification of microcirculatory blood flow and the quantification of the upconversion signal in biological tissues both have their individual clinical application niches. In this last section, I will reflect on their powerful combination for the diagnosis and therapy of tumours, and particularly the monitoring and understanding of tumour development.

9.2 **QUANTIFYING BLOOD FLOW AND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE SIGNAL IN TUMOUR TISSUE**

Angiogenesis is a hallmark of cancer and facilitates accelerated and uncontrollable tumour growth [7, 8]. Enhanced perfusion as well as enhanced permeability and retention of nanoparticles are complementing indicators for the presence of tumours, which can be measured by the two techniques discussed in this thesis. The complex tumour physiology and structural heterogeneity can be assessed by combining information from blood flow mapping and localizing accumulations of UCNP. An important property of tumours closely related to angiogenesis, is tumour hypoxia [9, 10]. Tumour hypoxia is associated with resistance to chemo-[11] and radiation therapy [12], and selection for the most resilient tumour cells [13]. Hypoxia stimulates tumour angiogenesis which subsequently relieves the hypoxic region and facilitates prolific growth. As the tumour grows the cells become further separated from the vasculature which induces another state of hypoxia where the tumour is dormant until angiogenesis resumes. Hypoxia is a clinically relevant parameter as it reduces the effects of chemo- and radiotherapy; prevents drug delivery to non-vascularised hypoxic regions and influences cell-cycle specific chemotherapies [14]. The study of hypoxia as a predecessor to angiogenesis provides additional relevant information on tumour heterogeneity and periodicity. UCNP has been engineered as oxygen sensing complexes [15, 16] and microcirculatory imaging can indicate regions of low perfusion. A
detailed reconstruction of physiological processes like hypoxia and angiogenesis will aid in understanding tumour-specific behaviour, and give insight into cellular processes.

The combination of tumour diagnostics and therapy, theranostics, is exemplified by UCNP-mediated photodynamic therapy (PDT). In PDT, cancer cells are destroyed through the generation of cytotoxic singlet oxygen by molecules that act as photosensitizers when excited by optical irradiation. By selecting photosensitizers that absorb in the emission bands of UCNPs, powerful complexes can be generated by loading UCNPs with many photosensitizers. Exciting the UCNP-PDT complexes by 980 nm light results in the generation of singlet oxygen and detectable emission via the green and red UCNP emission bands respectively [17]. Tumour drug delivery of UCNP-PDT nanocomplexes provides novel mechanisms for therapy and diagnostics [18]. The presence of the drug can be confirmed by detection of UCNPs in the tumour, while the effect of therapy on the tumour vasculature post-treatment (assessed by laser speckle flowmetry) is instrumental to evaluate the impact of therapy.

A recognized problem for the delivery of drugs to tumours is the elevated interstitial pressure in the tumour core [19], which dramatically hampers perfusion rates of the core tumour vessels. The perfusion rate and extravasation of nanoparticles are possibly interrelated which can be assessed by the combination of flowmetry and quantification of nanoparticle delivery. In addition, some tumour therapies are aimed at inhibiting uncontrolled angiogenesis in order to normalise the tumour vessels, resulting in a reduced interstitial pressure and an increased delivery of drugs [20]. The combination of both techniques is extremely helpful in monitoring the intended effects of these experimental therapies.

In this last chapter I have described potential collaborations between quantitative perfusion and photoluminescence imaging. The combined application of both techniques can intensify the information on the complex interaction of tumour cellular processes, tumour growth, metastasis and tumour response to therapy.
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